El Segundo Unified School District
Graduate Profile

COMPETENT & CONFIDENT COMMUNICATOR

Graduates demonstrate expertise in
- Listening, speaking, reading writing, and presenting
- Collaborating well with a team: Discussing ideas respectfully, formulating good questions, and working through conflict
- Digital Literacy: Using digital communication tools or networks to manage, integrate, evaluate, and create
- Selecting, organizing, and evaluating content or information from many sources

CREATIVE & CRITICAL THINKER

Graduates demonstrate expertise in
- Application of strong foundational knowledge
- Analyzing and solving problems across disciplines
- Understanding and making connections across complex ideas
- Application of inquiry, innovation, and creativity
- Cognitive flexibility and adaptability

GLOBAL COLLABORATOR & LEADER

Graduates demonstrate expertise in
- Advancing meaningful contributions to address local or global issues
- Cultural competence and ability to actively learn
- Knowing when to lead and when to support the leadership of others
- Effectively managing resources: projects, finances, and time

RESPONSIBLE, SELF-DIRECTED & RESILIENT INDIVIDUAL

Graduates demonstrate expertise in
- Initiative and personal accountability
- Strong interpersonal skills
- Emotional intelligence: Empathy and Respect
- Ethics: Honesty, Integrity, and Morality
- A commitment to personal well-being

EMPOWERED & CONTINUOUS LEARNER

Graduates demonstrate expertise in
- Initiating a growth mindset
- Seeking to understand
- Perseverance and self-advocacy
- Understanding and applying errors critical to learning